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SIMULATION OF ROCK CUTTING WITH EVALUATION OF TOOL WEAR
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1. Introduction

High tool wear can be one of the main problems in rock cutting works [3]. Changes of tool
geometry due to wear lead to difficulties in the tool penetration reducing thus cutting performance.
Practical observations show that Different wear mechanisms can occur in rock cutting. Abrasive
wear is one of the most important mechanisms in cutting of hard rocks especially in the presenceof
quartzite. Scraping of therock surfaceleadsto hightemperatures, which softensthetool tip, resulting
in increasingwear of adhesive character. Different wear mechanismscan act in parallel.

Themain motivation of the research work presented in thispaper isdevelopment of thenumer-
ical model increasing possibiliti es to predict abrasive and adhesive wear of rock cutting tools under
different processconditions.

2. Numerical model of rock cutt ing with wear evaluation

In the approach adopted the wear is evaluated based onthe simulation of rock cutting process.
Evaluation of wear requires determination of forces of cutting as well as temperature distribution.
Thismeans necessity to analyse rock cuttingas a thermo-mechanical process.

A numerical model of thetool-rock system allowing usto simulate aprocessof rock cutting has
been developed within the framework of the discrete element method(DEM) [2]. In this model the
tool is considered rigid and a rock material is represented as a collection of rigid spherical (in 3D) or
cylindrical (in 2D) particles interacting amongthemselves with contact forces. The cohesive elastic
perfectly brittlemodel is assumed for the contact interaction.

The translational and rotational motion of rigid spherical or cylindrical elements (particles) is
governed by thestandard equationsof rigid body dynamics. For the i-th element wehave

miüi = Fi , Iiω̇i = Mi ,(1)

whereu is the element centroid displacement in afixed (inertial) coordinateframeX, ω – the angular
velocity, m – the element mass, I – the moment of inertia, F – the resultant force, and M – the
resultant moment about the central axes.

Thermal phenomenaduring rock cutting (heat absorptionand conduction) are described by the
heat balance equation, which for asingleparticle can bewritten in the following form:

micṪi = Qi ,(2)

where: mi – particlemass, c – specific heat, Ti – particle temperature, Qi – heat flux.
Thermo-mechanical coupled problem defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) is solved using thestaggered

solution scheme. The two problems are coupled by heat generation process – heat generated by
friction is evaluated in the solution of mechanical problem and passed to the solution of thermal
problem.

The tool-rock interaction is modelled assumingCoulomb friction model extended onfrictional
heat generation and wear accumulation onthe tool surface. Wear is considered using the classical
formulaof Archard [1]:

ẇ = k
pnvT

H
,(3)
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where ẇ is the wear rate, pn – the contact pressure, vT – the slip velocity, H – the hardnessof worn
surface andk is a dimensionlesswear parameter. The influenceof temperature on wear is accounted
for by taking the hardnessas a function of temperature H = H(T ). The tool shape can be modified
according to the accumulated wear obtained by integration of Eq. (3).

Values of wear constants k for different combinations of materials can be determined in labo-
ratory tests. Wear is a relatively slow processand it can be observed after many work cycles. In the
numerical algorithm developed wear isaccelerated usingscaled wear constants.

3. Numerical results

Simulation of rock cutting with one pick of a roadheader has been analysed using a model
shown in Fig. 1a. Material sampleisrepresented byan assembly of randomly compacted 92000 discs
of radii 1–1.5 mm. Model parameters for sandstone have been determined for the discrete element
model [2]. Thermomechanical analysis with wear evaluation has been carried out. Results of the
analysis are shown in Figs. 1b-c. Failure of rock during cutting is shown in Fig. 1b. Temperature
distributionin thetool androck is shown in Fig. 1c, thehighest temperature isobserved in the contact
zones, where the frictional heat is generated. The same areahas maximum wear amounts as it is
shown in Fig. 1d.

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 1. Simulation of rock cutting bya pick of a road header: a) numerical model, b) failure mode, c) map
of temperature, d) accumulated wear on the tool surface
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